Oldsmobile Club of America

Tabulator only

RACE CAR CLASS
Name

Total Score:

OCA #

Address

(1) Fill out top left and bottom of second page.

City

State

ZIP
Class

Instructions to Owner:

Entry #
JR

Year

/

SR

/

SR Pres

Body

One point deduction if missing.
(2) Read the "Car Show Rules" for the meet.

(circle one)
Color

(3) Make this form available at your entry.
Judges: _______________________________________

Chapter
Max

(-)
180
Fit ________ Alignment ________ Top _________
Paint Quality ________ Rust ________ Dents ________
Detail ________ Scratches ________ Door Jambs ________
Condition consistent with working race car
Deduct Max. 20 pts per item

Body / Paint

Max

(-)
110
Helmet (20) Safety Equip (23) Racing proof (such as time
slips) from within the past 12 months, or at the last OCA
Nationals (26). If a "tribute" or "re-creation" car, give
reference, evidence to the original car. Fit the car into the
overall scheme of OLDS race involvement with
supporting documentation, magazine articles, etc (15).
The entry must be raced (if held) at the event (26).
Race decals, lettering are optional.
Racing Verification / Safety

Max

(-)
110
Value of theme to OLDS engineering, history, promotion of
OLDS by the car at track. (30) Doc's to support theme (25),
backed up with car features/mods and display items (25).
Display (poster, etc.) to summarize theme, history, etc. (30)
Theme & Promo of OLDS

Max

(-)
90
Cond(25)_______Rubber/Seals (15)______ Lights(10)_____
Grille (15)______ Emblems(10)_______Bumpers(15)______
Presentation, Workmanship, Clean and finished
appearance of components, Consistency to the specific
race theme.
Ext Glass-Bumpers-Emblems-Chrome

Remarks

Remarks

Remarks
promo at track includes visible evidence of Olds

Remarks
if some items N/A, judge similar items

6/24/2012

Oldsmobile Club of America
RACE CAR CLASS
Engine Compartment (max/item)

Max

120

(-)

Battery [may be elsewhere], cables (10)
Hood underside (10)
Performance appearance (20)
Paint (20)
Detail (20)
Wiring, belts, hoses (20)
Layout for ease of maint., overall presentation (20)
Interior (consistent with theme) (max/item)

Max

120

engine block must be Olds mfg. or design

(-)

Instrument panel (15)
Headliner (10)
Trim (10)
Paint (10)
Pedals (5)
Floor Coverings (10)
Door / Quarter panels (20)
Seats, back seat area if seat is deleted (20)
Handles (10)
Rear Shelf (10)
Tire & Wheels (max/item)

Remarks

Remarks
If some items N/A, judge overall layout,
accessibility for use, suitability for racing

Max

90

(-)

Remarks

(-)

Remarks

(-)

Remarks

Proper race tires (25)
Tire wear expected on a working race car
Condition (20)
Wheels (20)
Total Presentation (25)
Undercarriage & Fenderwells (max/item)

Max

70

Suspension & Drive Train upgrades (20)
Condition (20)
Paint (10)
Detail (20)
Trunk Compartment (max/item)

Max

60

Condition (15)
Scratches / dents (15)
Wiring (10)
Weather-stripping (10)
Finished appearance (10)
Jack instructions/ tools are optional

judge rear area if no trunk

Max

(-)
50
Spirit Items (15) - must have 3 items (each item = 5 points)
Supportive Lit., factory or impt. Race oriented (15)
Fire Extinguisher (20)

Remarks

Remarks
Owners Name: ____________________________
Date:
6/24/2012

